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IT TAKES A LADYBrilliant scholar Genevieve Barrett's secret identity as the author of her

father's articles is her greatest deception-until her father's handsome new student arrives on

their doorstep. Genevieve recognizes him as the masked intruder who earlier tried to steal a

priceless gem from their home. Keeping the seductive stranger's identity hidden is a risk, but

she's got secrets of her own to keep.TO CATCH A THIEFSir Richard Harmsworth fakes a

rakish facade to show society that he doesn't care about his bastard status. Yet haunted by his

unknown father's identity, Richard believes the Harmsworth Jewel will prove he's the rightful

heir. Intent on seducing the stone away from its owner, Richard finds himself face-to-face with a

beauty more breathtaking than any jewel. But even as she steals Richard's heart, Genevieve

will be in greater danger than her coveted treasure . . .



Seven Nights in a Rogue's Bed (Sons of Sin Book 1), A Rake's Midnight Kiss (Sons of Sin

Book 2)

Laurel Perry, “The Sons of Sins Series is Fantastic. The Sons of Sin series is fantastic. Others

have commented on the overall plot and there's a good summary here on Amazon, so I won't.

What I will speak to is this author's terrific command of character development, dialogue, and

plot.If you've read any of my other reviews, you know I write for a living and, although that

comment isn't here to add "legitimacy" to any review, it's to clarify my perspective as a reader.

I'm critical. If an author can't engage me from the start with a dashed good plot, somewhat

complex characters that I have to care for, and witty banter, I'm out. I will also mention I am not

a huge fan of "clean" romances because I like spice. This author provides it.Ms. Campbell

doesn't disappoint. The first in the series, Seven Nights in a Rogue's Bed was a terrific read, if

not full of fast-paced action. This one has a bit more plot in terms of twists and I thought those

carried the reader along just fine. Once again, we have an alternate identity, this time in the

hero, so he can put his hands on a jewel that will establish his correct lineage. This is the one

sticking point that confused me a bit as a reader. I admit to being a bit lost on that claim, but I'm

not the historical expert on bastardy during this time period, that's for sure. I was able to accept

it even when I thought the thread of that claim was a bit thin.Ms. Campbell writes strong heroes

and heroines. But it's not enough to have character strength in terms of mere description. An

author has to develop personality through dialogue and this is where Ms. Campbell shines,

particularly in this series. I will say I ended up purchasing all of the series without

disappointment in any of the books.If you like a bit of intrigue and sparkling, witty romance, this

is a good pick. You'll be happy with it.”

Tbascoebuzz, “Secrets...Scandal...Seduction............ I absolutely adore this Author.... She has

an unbelievable talent of laying down an explicitly exact foundation, leaving no room to doubt

the beginnings of a delicious plot. With baby steps she carries the reader inch by delicately

slow and precise inch...through each detail without making the trip tedious or monotonous.

The reader is captured... Genius!Genevieve Barrett is the 25 yr. old daughter of a vicar. She's

a scholar...highly intelligent with a sharp tongue and a voluptuous body. She can sometimes

be prickly with her clear, snapping silver gray eyes and quick wit. She usually intimidates

wanna be suitors. She never intends to marry because (to her way of thinking), all men are

selfish monsters with hidden selfish agendas. Genevieve is controlled and seldom

"unruffled"....until she meets Sir Richard Harmsworth, aka Christopher Evans, who is far

beyond her lowly class.Handsome, elegantly charming - - Sir Richard Harmsworth was born a

bastard, though he is somewhat accepted by the upper society circles. He's spent his life

pretending to be an even tempered man who cares for little, least of all societies' gossip and

disdain of his bastardy. All his life people have looked down their noses at him, calling him

bastard and mongrel, both behind his back and to his face. He would like nothing better than

to know who sired him. To this end, he wants a family jewel returned to him...The Harmsworth

Jewel confirms the Harmsworth heir...It proves Richards' "right" to the Harmsworth Baronetcy.

And one Genevieve Barrett owns the jewel...bequeathed to her by Richards' deceased aunt.Sir

Richard is a likable and beautiful fellow emitting cool elegance. He's a dashing, fashionable

dresser and a master of seduction. And when he breaks into the vicars' home [to ascertain the

whereabouts of the Harmsworth Jewel], he's unaware that Genevieve is watching him. Since



he's masked, his identity is safe. But there are other characteristics he unknowingly is unable

to hide from one with such intelligence as Genevieve....such as his voice, his height and build

and his scent. He's a polished and accomplished flirt and emits powerful charm among

women and Genevieve is not immune. But she's also nobody's fool...nope, not her.When she

meets Sir Richard again as Christopher Evans, she knows without any doubt that he's not as

he appears. She knows he's lying as he's just too polished..."too smooth". Yet she cannot

place him.This is the age old story, and deliciously delightful romp...of a would be scoundrel

who is more knight in shining armor, out to thieve what belongs to him...and ends up in water

so deep he almost drowns. It's captivating and consuming. Genevieve brings out qualities that

Richard is convinced he doesn't possess...like courage, honor...self sacrifice and

steadfastness. But eventually he realizes he's screwed....he's fallen in love! Little does he

know that he's unsettled the unflappable Ms. Barrett. He's made her wish for things she's

never had - - made her resent her dull life- - and be aware of herself as an unsatisfied woman.I

absolutely loved these two strong and fascinating characters. I loved that Genevieve made

Richard...who is a known rake of wide repute...work for every inch of time he tried to make with

her. I loved how she confused him and knocked him off his game. With all the secrets and

intrigue and seduction, this story was well told and hilariously fun.”

MHTex, “Beautiful writing.. A Rake's Midnight Kiss unfolds in a far better way than the cursory

blurb would have you expect. Sir Richard Harmsworth is, like his friends from book One in the

Sons of Sin series, living down a life-long scandal involving his illegitimate birth. He's smooth

and sublime, charming and gorgeous....all hiding the pain of the struggle living with society's

censure over his birth. Genevieve Barrett, our heroine, is a brainy beauty; unappreciated for

her brains and not aware of her beauty. Or at least she doesn't trust being appreciated for her

beauty, alone.How the story unfolding differently from the blurb involves this. Richard,

disguised as Christopher, gets to become his real human being self. The kinds of actions on

the behalf of other people in the little town Genevieve and her father live, that he isn't doing to

impress but make an impression nonetheless. He discovers the freedom he could never

achieve in London and the Ton: A clean slate, a clean soul, a real rapport with plain common

nice people. He likes himself as Christopher better than Richard. Falling in love with

Genevieve, he discovers the Harmsworth jewel isn't the gem he wants or needs after all.

Genevieve falling in love with Richard, is more complicated. Her trust issues are real. Her

usefulness as her father's academician is taken for granted, and her actual worth is completely

overlooked. In order to overcome her trust issues she has to come to see past his polished,

well-dressed exterior, even past his sensual attraction to see his needs. And when Richard's

real identity comes to light there will be getting past that lie!Anna Campbell writes perfectly

believable, nasty villains. Then there's the subtle villainy of a weak, selfish father selling his

daughter to the highest bidder, the one that keeps her nearby to continue working for him, and

the coffers of the local minor aristocracy's patronage open to him. Honorable and loyal friends.

Lovely, sensual love scenes. Twisty, 'how-are-they-going-to-get-out-of-this-one' plots. And

great dogs!”

S. Lacey, “Brilliant!. Really enjoyed this book, wasn't sure if it would live up to Jonas and

Sidonie's book but it did! Had me hooked right through and I loved Richard and Genevieve!I

didn't always like the Vicar, I thought Genevieve deserved a lot better from her own father but

he was more concerned with his own comfort and happiness then his daughter's safety and

well being. I loved Genevieve's aunt Mrs Warren though! She was 100% on Richard's side from



the start and seen what a good match he and Genevieve would be!I also love getting an

update on Jonas and Sidonie and seeing them travel down to help Richard. I also love how

Richard came to see that his best friends Cam and Jonas seen more truth about him then he

thought, he thought his facade's fooled them to a degree too but they'd just been humouring

him!Really hated Lord Neville, in some ways he was a worse villain then Jonas's cousin in his

book. I love how things were resolved and how Genevieve didn't just fall into Richard's arms,

he had to work to win her over but they really were good for each other. They helped each

other heal and genuinely supported each other. I look forward to Cam's book cause I love the

Son's of Sin series!”

Ada Arnold, “The Vicars Daughter. Great story by a new author to me. I liked how the story

revolved around a village and a suspicious student/assistant of the Vicar. A mystery about a

famous Jewel and about the 'work' of the Vicars daughter. Women just didn't publish written

words only men, so this story revealed otherwise. Put a murderer and rapist in the mix and you

have an interesting Story.  A must read.”

Fiona Jane Mcvie, “Love it. I really enjoyed reading this book and look forward to reading more

books by this author”

ROMANCE JUNKIE, “another scorcher. Absolutely great read- loved how his identity was kept

secret right from the start as he pretnded to be a student of her father & then when she

discovered that he had tried to break into her house - she then kept her knowledge from him .

Anna Campbell always delivers not only with her storyline but well rounded characters as well”

Tan, “She love this book. Got this book for my Granny when come in the post on date said she

was so happy. She start reading at dayShe says it as a good story line.”

The book by Anna Campbell has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 119 people have provided feedback.
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